
Day 0 Sunday   
Activity Description Tutor Time Location 
Welcome ExploreLab6 will welcome the workshop  l.t.d. Schiphol 
 students. 
--- --- --- --- --- 
(If) Dinner  group-dinner (in restaurant or otherwise organized)  
                                    or dinner with host     
(depending on  
time of arrival)  
                                     N.B. All students of Explore- Lab 6 accomodate one or two of the guest-students at their home. 
 



 
 
Day 1  Monday  
Activity Description Tutor Time Location 
Breakfast With host-student   Home 
--- --- --- --- --- 
First meeting Coffee  9.00 ExploreLab  
 Introduction assignment for breaking the ice, 
 to get to know one another and for forming 
 groups of 4 for day 2. 
 Hand-out of the readers. 
--- --- --- --- --- 
Introduction Introduction of the theme of the week, senses,  10.30 
 with lectures on ‘approaches and viewpoints’.     
 Introduction Moderator ½ hour 
 Approache 1: viewpoints in written text. K. Havik ½ hour 
 Approache 2: nummeric valuation of views M. Bitterman ½ hour  
 Discussion of the three speakers  1  hour 
--- --- --- --- --- 
Lunch Break Lunch with all students  13.00  
--- --- --- --- --- 
Warming-up Physical awareness workshop choreographer  14.00 
  (in negotiation)    
--- --- --- --- --- 
Dinner Dinner with all students  18.30 TU (Bk/Sprt) 
--- --- --- -- -- 
Night program         Lecture   20.00 
      
 



Day 2 Tuesday  
Activity Description Tutor Time Location 
Breakfast With host-student   Home 
--- --- --- --- --- 
Excursion Highlights of Amsterdam by bike  9.00 Amsterdam 
 Visiting building (architecture) Expert 1 hour  
--- --- --- --- --- 
 Take the ferry towards the NDSM 
--- --- --- --- --- 
Lunch Group lunch (home made sandwiches)  13.00 Amsterdam NDSM 
--- --- --- --- --- 
Writing exercise Narrative writing in groups of 4 K. Havik 14.00 NDSM 
 Write to capture the genius loci of the place. Laura (Exp.lab 4)  
 With the focus on one aspect. 
--- --- --- --- --- 
Emotional context  Determining the ‘emotion’ of the place by the M. Bitterman 14.00 NDSM 
 pre-made criteria through the emotional 
 landscape mode.  
--- --- --- --- --- 
Drinks Tasting the urban life of Amsterdam  18.00 Amsterdam 
--- --- --- --- --- 
Diner The dark restaurant Ctaste  20.00 Amsterdam 
 Dining in a completely dark restaurant with a  
 specially made meal for the setting. 
--- --- --- --- --- 
Night program  Tasting the urban (night) life of Amsterdam   Amsterdam 



Day 3 Wednesday 
Activity Description Tutor Time Location 
Breakfast With host-student   Home 
--- --- --- --- --- 
Presentation The use of modelling as means of B. Olsthoorn 9.30 Room ... 
 representation J. Breen 
  M. van der Toorn 
--- --- -- --- --- 
Research Revealing the emotional content of the written M. Bitterman 10.30 Room...  
 text (text do switch groups) with the help of K. Havik 
 pre-made criteria. 
--- --- -- --- --- 
Lunch Group lunch at the faculty canteen  13.00 ExploreLab 
--- --- -- --- --- 
Modelling Translating the emotion, which came from the R. Nottrot 14.00 ExploreLab 
 stories, into models B. Olsthoorn  
--- --- -- --- --- 
Dinner With host-student or at canteen  18.00 Home/TU 
--- --- -- --- --- 
Night program Lecture   20.00 Delft 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Day 4 Thursday 
Activity Description Tutor Time Location 
Breakfast With host-student   Home 
--- --- -- --- --- 
Excursion Rotterdam  9.00 Rotterdam 
--- --- -- --- --- 
Lunch Group lunch at the faculty canteen  13.00 ExploreLab 
--- --- -- --- --- 
Modelling Translating the emotion, which came from the R. Nottrot 14.00 ExploreLab 
(part 1) stories, into models B. Olsthoorn  
 
Brake Lecture  
 
Modelling Translating the emotion, which came from the R. Nottrot 14.00 ExploreLab 
(part 1) stories, into models B. Olsthoorn  
 
--- --- -- --- --- 
Diner Group diner at the faculty canteen/take-away  18.30 
--- --- -- --- --- 
Night program Working on the models and on the presentation   ExploreLab 



Day 5 Friday  
Activity Description Tutor Time Location 
Breakfast With host-student                                               Home 
--- --- -- --- --- 
Presentation Michael explains the results of the computer  M. Bitterman 10.00 
 model  
Exhibition Setting up the exhibition by the guiding lines  11.00 
 that came out of the computer model. 
--- --- -- --- --- 
Lunch Group lunch at the faculty canteen  12.30 ExploreLab 
--- --- -- --- --- 
Presentation Presenting the reader + story + model M. Bitterman 13.30 
       +  K. Havik 
Exhibition  B. Olsthorn 
  J. Breen 
Reflection Reflection on the work followed by a group  16.00 
       + talk on the findings of the week.    
Drinks 
--- --- --- --- --- 
Final diner special group dinner   20.00 Delft 
--- --- --- --- --- 
Party Farewell party  
 
 
 
 
 
Day 6 Saturday 
Activity Description Tutor Time Location 
Breakfast With host-student  
--- --- -- --- --- 
Farewell Crying at the gate   Schiphol 


